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 2 

ABSTRACT 20 
 21 
During lung development, epithelial branches expand preferentially in longitudinal direction. 22 
This bias in outgrowth has been linked to a bias in cell shape and in the cell division plane. How 23 
such bias arises is unknown. Here, we show that biased epithelial outgrowth occurs independent 24 
of the surrounding mesenchyme. Biased outgrowth is also not the consequence of a growth 25 
factor gradient, as biased outgrowth is obtained with uniform growth factor cultures, and in the 26 
presence of the FGFR inhibitor SU5402. Furthermore, we note that epithelial tubes are largely 27 
closed during early lung and kidney development. By simulating the reported fluid flow inside 28 
segmented narrow epithelial tubes, we show that the shear stress levels on the apical surface are 29 
sufficient to explain the reported bias in cell shape and outgrowth. We use a cell-based vertex 30 
model to confirm that apical shear forces, unlike constricting forces, can give rise to both the 31 
observed bias in cell shapes and tube elongation. We conclude that shear stress may be a more 32 
general driver of biased tube elongation beyond its established role in angiogenesis.   33 
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INTRODUCTION  34 
 35 
Epithelial tubes are an essential component of many organs. During development, epithelial tubes 36 
elongate (Fig. 1A). Tube elongation can be either isotropic or anisotropic, i.e. the tubes either lengthen as 37 
much as they widen, or there is a bias in outgrowth (Fig. 1B). Growth is by default isotropic, and a bias in 38 
elongation can therefore only arise if growth symmetry is broken in the epithelium. How this symmetry 39 
break is achieved is largely elusive. We will focus here on the mouse embryonic lung and kidney. In the 40 
mouse lung, epithelial tube expansion is anisotropic initially (E10.5-E11.5), but, at least in the trachea, 41 
becomes isotropic at later stages (from E12.5) (Kishimoto et al., 2018; Tang et al., 2011; Tang et al., 42 
2018). The biased outgrowth has been related to a bias in the orientation of the mitotic spindles of 43 
dividing cells (Saburi et al., 2008; Tang et al., 2011; Tang et al., 2018; Yates et al., 2010). According to 44 
Hertwig's rule (Hertwig, 1884), cells divide through their mass point and perpendicular to their longest 45 
axis. Indeed, the bias in cell division is accompanied by a bias in cell shape (Tang et al., 2011; Tang et al., 46 
2018). The planar cell polarity (PCP) pathway plays an important role in regulating the mitotic spindle 47 
angle distribution in many organs, including the embryonic renal tubes (Ciruna et al., 2006; Gong et al., 48 
2004; Saburi et al., 2008), though no such involvement could be ascertained for the early stages of lung 49 
development (Tang et al., 2011). Independent of whether the PCP pathway is involved, it remains an 50 
open question how the elongation bias and its direction arise in the first place. 51 
 52 
In principle, a bias in outgrowth could originate from polarization along the tube, from a pulling force at 53 
the tip, or from a mechanical constraint that limits expansion in the circumferential direction. Several 54 
signalling pathways are known to affect the bias in lung tube elongation. Thus, hyperactive KRas 55 
(KRasG12D) in the lung epithelium abrogates the bias in outgrowth during lung branching morphogenesis 56 
(Tang et al., 2011), and pharmacological reagents that activate or inhibit fibroblastic growth factor (FGF) 57 
signalling, sonic hedgehog (SHH) signalling, or L-type Ca2+ channels affect the width of cultured lung 58 
buds (Goodwin et al., 2019). FGF10 and Glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) signalling 59 
are necessary for the formation of branches in the lung and kidney, respectively (Michos et al., 2010; Min 60 
et al., 1998; Moore et al., 1996; Pichel et al., 1996; Rozen et al., 2009; Sanchez et al., 1996; Sekine et al., 61 
1999). FGF10 has been proposed to act as chemoattractant because it is secreted from the submesothelial 62 
mesenchyme, and isolated lung epithelia grow towards an FGF10 source (Park et al., 1998). However, 63 
Gdnf is expressed uniformly in the ureteric cap mesenchyme (Hellmich et al., 1996), and branching 64 
morphogenesis is still observed when Fgf10 is expressed uniformly in the lung mesenchyme (Volckaert et 65 
al., 2013), which contradicts a need for a chemoattractant gradient. In both cases, a Turing mechanism 66 
may lead to the emergence of focused FGF10-FGFR2b and GDNF-RET signalling at the branch points, 67 
despite the uniform expression of the ligand (Menshykau et al., 2014; Menshykau et al., 2019). Focused 68 
signalling could then, in principle, result in epithelial leader cells as have been identified in the Drosophila 69 
trachea and the mammalian kidney (Chi et al., 2009; Ghabrial and Krasnow, 2006). Also, the 70 
mesenchymal tip could, in principle, drive elongation as observed in the chick Wolffian duct, where 71 
FGF8 prevents a transition to an epithelial state and drives tissue elongation by promoting migratory and 72 
motile properties in the mesenchymal tip cells (Atsuta and Takahashi, 2015).  73 
 74 
Alternatively, mechanical constraints may drive tube elongation, as proposed for the mammary gland 75 
(Paine et al., 2016). Lungs and kidneys do not have a myoepithelium like mammary glands, but smooth 76 
muscles could, in principle, drive tube elongation either by providing a mechanical barrier or by 77 
promoting peristaltic fluid movement inside the tubes (Jesudason et al., 2006). However, in kidneys, 78 
smooth muscles develop only next to the ureter and are not required for tube elongation (Bush et al., 79 
2006). Similarly, in the mouse, biased outgrowth is already noted before airway smooth muscles (ASM) 80 
are first observed at E11.5 (Hines et al., 2013; Tang et al., 2011); peristaltic contractions are observed only 81 
from E12.5 (Schittny et al., 2000). Moreover, inactivation of Myocardin prevents ASM differentiation, but 82 
does not prevent lung branching morphogenesis, and results in thinner, rather than wider branches 83 
(Young et al., 2020). Therefore, smooth muscles can be ruled out as a necessary driver of biased lung tube 84 
elongation. Importantly, branch shape is normal when Mylk, which encodes myosin light chain kinase 85 
(MLCK), an essential factor for ASM contraction, is inactivated during lung development (Young et al., 86 
2020). This suggests that ASM cells may affect tube diameter via non-mechanical cues.  87 
 88 
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In this paper, we sought to systematically analyse the minimal requirements for biased epithelial tube 89 
elongation. To this end, we cultured mouse embryonic lungs and kidneys under different conditions and 90 
quantified the length and width of the branches for up to 60h. We show that the mesenchyme is not 91 
necessary as biased elongating outgrowth is still observed when epithelial buds are cultured on their own, 92 
in the absence of mesenchyme, with uniformly dispersed growth factors. Furthermore, we show that 93 
while ERK signalling concentrates at the tip of branching isolated epithelial tubes, there is no evidence 94 
for the formation of actin-rich protrusions at the epithelial tips that could guide the biased elongating 95 
outgrowth. In early lung and kidney development, epithelial tubes only have a narrow luminal space, and 96 
tubular cross-sections are often elliptical rather than round. Despite the non-uniform curvature of such 97 
closed tubes, tension, as monitored with actin staining, remains uniform in the epithelium. We show that 98 
the predicted shear stress level in the narrow embryonic tubes is within the range that cells can, in 99 
principle, sense, and a cell-based model confirms that a tangential apical force, as provided by shear 100 
stress, can result in the reported bias in cell shape and elongating outgrowth.  101 
 102 
 103 
 104 
RESULTS 105 
 106 
Biased epithelial lung tube elongation 107 
 108 
Given the reports that the trachea switches from anisotropic to isotropic expansion around E12.5 109 
(Kishimoto et al., 2018), we sought to measure the length and circumference of the bronchus of the left 110 
lobe (LL) between E10.5 and E14.5. For this, we used the ShhGC/+; ROSAmT/mG transgenic mouse line, 111 
which expresses green fluorescent protein (GFP) in the cell membrane of the lung epithelium (Fig. 1A, C, 112 
D). Here, we averaged the circumference over the entire 3D bronchus, except for the parts where side 113 
branches form (Fig. S1). We confirm the previously reported 2-fold stronger longitudinal than 114 
circumferential expansion between E10.5 and E11.5 (Tang et al., 2011), and find that, much as in the 115 
trachea, there is a switch to isotropic growth at later stages, though a day later (E13.5) than in the trachea. 116 
The substantial widening of the bronchus thus occurs after the emergence of cartilage and smooth 117 
muscles (Hines et al., 2013; Schittny et al., 2000). Between E11.5 and E13.5, the bronchus still lengthens 118 
more than it widens, even though the overall rate of growth declines (Fig. 1E).  119 
 120 
Each 3D length measurement in Fig. 1D,E comes from a different embryo, and we notice a certain level 121 
of variability between the specimen. Part of the differences can be accounted to differences in 122 
developmental progress, that is observed even in embryos from the same litter. To establish a reliable 123 
time line of the growth process, we cultured E11.5 embryonic lungs for 48h on a filter and measured the 124 
lengths and average diameter of the branches (Fig. 1F, Fig. S1). Given the development on a filter, there 125 
are differences in the branch angles, and much as for the 3D specimens, there is considerable variability 126 
between lungs. Nonetheless, in all specimens, we observe a similar biased expansion of the left bronchus 127 
(Fig. 1D,E, grey) as in the serially isolated embryonic lungs (Fig. 1D,E, green). The cultured lungs 128 
elongate slightly less than in the embryo, and there is less of a reduction in the branch width, though this 129 
difference may reflect differences in the analysis. The width in the 2D cultures was averaged along the 130 
entire branch (Fig. 1F), while the averaged circumference of the 3D specimen excluded the parts where 131 
branches emerge (Fig. S1). Overall, the cultured lungs recapitulate the growth process in the embryo very 132 
well, and we will therefore use these to analyse the mechanisms that drives elongating outgrowth.   133 
 134 
 135 
Mesenchyme is not required for biased epithelial tube elongation during lung and kidney 136 
development 137 
 138 
While smooth muscles have recently been shown to be dispensable for lung branching morphogenesis 139 
(Young et al., 2020), the mesenchyme is well known to affect branch shapes (Blanc et al., 2012; Lin et al., 140 
2003; Sakakura et al., 1976). We, therefore, sought to analyse the impact of the mesenchyme on biased 141 
epithelial outgrowth. To this end, we cultured both control lungs and kidneys (Fig. 2A, C, Video S1, S2) 142 
as well as explants, where the epithelium was enzymatically separated from the mesenchyme (Fig. 2E, G, 143 
Video S3, S4). We used homogeneously distributed suitable growth factors in each case (Materials and 144 
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Methods), and analysed the three lateral domain branches in the left bronchus (LL1-LL3), and two 145 
branches in the ureteric bud (UB). We find that these five branches all decrease in their average diameter 146 
as they elongate (Fig. 2A-D). As a result, the elongation bias is even more pronounced than for the left 147 
lung bronchus. Both lung and ureteric buds still show biased elongating outgrowth when cultured in the 148 
absence of mesenchyme (Fig. 2F-H). This excludes a possible wall-like restrictive force, a pulling force, or 149 
other polarity cues from the mesenchyme as a necessary driver of epithelial tube elongation. It also 150 
confirms that smooth muscles are not necessary for biased elongating outgrowth. We note, however, that 151 
in the case of the ureteric bud, the branches elongate less and remain wider in the absence of 152 
mesenchyme. This shows that the mesenchyme impacts the elongation process, even though it is not 153 
necessary for biased elongation.  154 
 155 
 156 
Biased outgrowth is not the result of FGF signalling at the tip 157 
 158 
Given that biased epithelial outgrowth occurs while isolated explants are exposed to uniform growth 159 
factor concentrations (Fig. 2), a necessary polarity in the form of an external growth factor or morphogen 160 
gradient can be ruled out. However, as branching is still observed with homogeneous distributions of 161 
FGF10 and GDNF (Fig. 2), FGF10 and GDNF signalling must still concentrate at branch points (Fig. 162 
3A); presumably because of a Turing mechanism (Menshykau et al., 2014; Menshykau et al., 2019). ERK 163 
signalling is indeed observed to localize at the tips in the embryonic lungs (Fig. 3B), kidneys (Fig. 3C), as 164 
well as in mesenchyme-free cultures (Fig. 3D). Accordingly, signalling differs at the tips, and a pulling 165 
force from the tip could, in principle, drive the uniform biased outgrowth along the entire tube (Fig. 3E). 166 
However, no actin-rich protrusions, such as filopodia or lamellipodia, are observed at the basal epithelial 167 
tips, and actin is instead enriched along the apical luminal surfaces (Fig. 3F, G, arrows). Finally, while the 168 
FGF receptor (FGFR) inhibitor SU5402 reduces the overall growth rate, it does not reduce the 169 
elongation bias (Fig. 3H, Fig. S2, Video S5). This is inconsistent with a role for focused epithelial FGF 170 
signalling as a driver of biased elongating outgrowth.  171 
 172 
 173 
Mechanically forced tube collapse does not result in directional cues for uniform biased 174 
outgrowth 175 
 176 
Cross-sections of a mouse embryonic lung reveal elliptical tissue shapes with closely opposing apical sides 177 
and narrow luminal spaces (Fig. 4A, yellow outlines). Wider lumina are only observed close to branch 178 
points and in the tips (Fig. 4A, blue outlines). Collapsed tubular morphologies are not the result of either 179 
tissue processing or clearing, as they are also observed in developing lungs cultured in a light-sheet 180 
microscope for over 34h (Fig. 4B, Fig. S3, Video S6). Similar observations are made in embryonic kidneys 181 
(Fig. 4C). 182 
 183 
To explore the possible mechanical effects that can lead to the observed collapse of epithelial tubes, and 184 
whether this could provide cues for biased tube outgrowth, we conducted continuum-mechanical finite 185 
element simulations in a two-dimensional cross-section perpendicular to the tube axis (Fig. 5A). In our 186 
numerical model, the tubular epithelial tissue was represented by an isotropic, linearly viscoelastic 187 
continuum, neglecting the cellular structure of the tissue. The epithelial material properties were therefore 188 
characterized by a Young modulus E and a Poisson ratio . As an initial condition, we chose a tubular 189 
shape with uniform radius R (measured from the cylinder axis to the middle of the tissue), and the relative 190 
tissue thickness was set to t/R=0.5. The epithelium was set to be intrinsically uncurved, such that a stress-191 
free configuration would be a flat tissue. We used a custom-built finite element simulation framework 192 
(Vetter et al., 2013) (Materials and Methods).  193 
 194 
We considered three different collapse scenarios. In the first, a uniform net pressure difference P was 195 
applied, corresponding to either a pressure drop in the lumen or an increased pressure exerted onto the 196 
epithelium by the external environment. The pressure was increased until the critical point of collapse was 197 
surpassed. In the second scenario, the epithelial tube was pinched by two rigid parallel clamps slowly 198 
approaching one another, mimicking external spatial constraints imposed by a stiff surrounding medium. 199 
In the third scenario, the enclosed lumen volume V was controlled with a Lagrange multiplier and 200 
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drained over time until the tube was sufficiently collapsed. Figure 5B shows the equilibrated simulation 201 
results for each of the three scenarios. In all cases, both the hoop stress and curvature profiles along the 202 
tissue midline are highly nonuniform. Hoop stress is localized almost exclusively in the two extremal 203 
points with large curvature. We conclude that, given their non-uniform distribution in the tube cross-204 
section, the stress and curvature patterns that arise from the deformation cannot serve as cues for 205 
uniform biased outgrowth.  206 
 207 
Stresses can be relaxed rapidly in tissues. We tested experimentally whether the most curved parts remain 208 
under increased tension. We find that antibody staining for actin, a read-out for tension in a tissue, is 209 
uniform in the closed lung tubes, indicating that there is no increased tension in the curved parts (Fig. 210 
5C,D). It remains possible that a wall-like constraint, in combination with rapid stress relaxation, enforces 211 
the elliptic shape and elongating outgrowth. However, it is unclear how such an outer wall-like 212 
constricting force would arise even in the absence of mesenchyme. Moreover, we have shown before that 213 
a constricting force that results in the observed biased epithelial outgrowth in a cell-based model is 214 
insufficient to generate the observed bias in cell shape and cell division (Stopka et al., 2019). 215 
Consequently, the mechanical constraints explored here are unlikely to drive the biased elongating 216 
outgrowth of embryonic lung tubes. 217 
 218 
 219 
Shear stress in the developing lung 220 
 221 
The developing lung epithelium secretes fluid into the luminal space (George et al., 2015; Nelson et al., 222 
2017). Fluid flow results in shear stress, i.e., in forces that act tangentially on the apical side of the 223 
epithelial cells (Fig. 6A). To evaluate the shear stress levels on the apical side of embryonic lungs, we 224 
simulated Stokes flow through the lung tube of an E11.5 embryo (Fig. 5B). The lung tube geometry was 225 
obtained by segmenting a 400 µm section between the carina and the first branch of the left lung lobe of 226 
an E11.5 lung (Fig. 6B, top inset). The average luminal width is about 2 µm (Fig. 6B, bottom inset). We 227 
note that given the strong fluorescence on the apical side, the segmentation was possible only in subapical 228 
layer. Accordingly, the extracted geometry had a luminal minor axis of 20 µm, which we computationally 229 
reduced to the measured luminal minor axis of 2 µm . The viscosity of the fluid in the lung lumen has 230 
been measured to be 10 times higher than that of water, i.e. 𝜇 =  0.016 𝑃𝑎 ∙ 𝑠  (Bokka et al., 2015), and 231 
the flow rate has been estimated as �̇� = 420 𝜇𝑚3/𝑠 (George et al., 2015). With these values, we find that 232 
the shear stress is highest on the flat part of the embryonic lung tube, and mostly in the range 0.5-1 Pa 233 
(Fig. 6B). As we computationally alter the luminal width, we find that the average level of shear stress on 234 
the apical surface can be well approximated from a Hagen-Poiseuille flow profile in an elliptical tube of 235 
equivalent size (Fig. 6A, C). With the original extracted shape (20 µm along its minor axis), the predicted 236 
shear stress level is therefore about 10-3 Pa. 237 
 238 
Cells sense shear stress with their cilium (Weinbaum et al., 2011). Epithelial kidney cells are particularly 239 
sensitive, with renal collecting duct chief cells responding to apical shear stress as low as 6.8∙10-4 Pa 240 
(Resnick and Hopfer, 2007), and cultured epithelial kidney epithelial cells responding to 0.075 Pa, but not 241 
to 1.5 Pa (Nauli et al., 2003). On the other end of the spectrum, endothelial cells are particularly 242 
insensitive and typically respond to 0.5-5 Pa (Weinbaum et al., 2011). Cornelial epithelial cells respond to 243 
0.4-0.8 Pa (Molladavoodi et al., 2017), while alveolar epithelial cells respond to 0.7-1.5 Pa (Flitney et al., 244 
2009). The sensitivity of epithelial cells in mouse embryonic lungs and kidneys has not yet been reported, 245 
but is likely in a similar range. Accordingly, cells should be able to sense apical shear stress with the 246 
measured luminal width. Consistent with a role of shear stress in driving elongating outgrowth, in 247 
embryonic lungs that express the constitutively active form KRasG12D in the epithelium (Shhcre/+;KRasLSL-248 
G12D/+), which disrupts the primary cilium (Tape et al., 2016), the bias in cell division and epithelial 249 
outgrowth is lost (Tang et al., 2011). 250 
 251 
The pressure gradient in the lumen could also, in principle, impact on tube width directly through a fluid-252 
structure interaction (FSI). To obtain a flow from the bud tips to the opening of the trachea, the fluid 253 
pressure must be highest at the tip and smallest at the tracheal opening (Fig. 6D). In case of a FSI, the 254 
shape of the branches would then depend on the local fluid pressure, and buds should be wider than 255 
stalks. While stalks are indeed thinner than buds, there is no direct dependency of branch width on the 256 
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distance from the tracheal opening (Fig. 6E, Fig. S4, Video S7). A simple way to modulate the pressure at 257 
the tips is by altering the distance between the tips and the outlet by culturing lungs either with or without 258 
their trachea (Fig. 6E). Removal of the trachea shortens the distance to the outlet, and thus, in case of a 259 
constant pressure gradient and flow rate, reduces the pressure difference between the tips and the outlet. 260 
We find, however, that a removal of the trachea neither impacts branching morphogenesis nor tip shapes 261 
(Fig. 6E,F), which rules out a significant mechanical impact of the fluid pressure on the surrounding 262 
epithelium.    263 
 264 
 265 
Shear stress forces can result in the observed bias in cell shape and outgrowth  266 
 267 
In a final step, we investigated whether shear stress, which results in a biased force in the longitudinal 268 
direction (Fig. 6A), could recapitulate the observed bias in the apical cell shapes, cell division, and 269 
elongating outgrowth (Fig. 7A). We implemented a 2D vertex model (Fig. 7B) using the open-source 270 
software Chaste (Fletcher et al., 2013; Mirams et al., 2013). The model has eight biophysical parameters 271 
(Supplementary Table 1). With the standard parameters (Fletcher et al., 2013), we can reproduce the 272 
characteristics of epithelial polygonal lattices (Fig. S6) (Kokic et al., 2019; Vetter et al., 2019). Epithelia 273 
differ in their area and cell shape distributions. We therefore used light-sheet microscopy to determine the 274 
apical and basal cell area and cell shape distributions in an E11.5 lung tube (Fig. 7C, D). To reproduce the 275 
wide area distributions, we had to introduced a Gaussian distribution for the cell cycle times and the cell 276 
division thresholds (Supplementary Table 1) (Kokic et al., 2019). 277 
 278 
Shear stress does not directly deform cells, but rather cells sense shear stress via their primary cilium and 279 
actively respond with cell shape changes (Galbraith et al., 1998; Weinbaum et al., 2011). However, also 280 
this indirect shape change corresponds to a force that the cells generate intracellularly. Accordingly, we 281 
represent the effect of shear stress by applying a constant force at the top and bottom of the simulated 282 
tissue (Fig. 7A). This results in a uniform force field with uniform relative displacement of cells along the 283 
tissue axis (Fig. 7E), as would be expected in case of shear stress. When we apply uniform growth, we 284 
find an almost linear increase of the bias in outgrowth with such an external force (Fig. 7E,F). As shear 285 
stress is actively sensed and translated by the cells into a change in cell shape (Galbraith et al., 1998), we 286 
note, however, that there is not necessarily a linear correspondence between the extracellular shear force 287 
and the intracellular force that reshapes the cell. Other force response curves could therefore result from 288 
the intracellular regulatory processes that respond to the shear stress.  289 
 290 
Between E10.5 and E11.5, the lung tubes elongate twice more than they widen (Fig. 1E) (Tang et al., 291 
2011). We obtain this 2-fold bias in outgrowth with an elongation force of 1 a.u. (Fig. 7F). It has 292 
previously been noted that this bias in outgrowth is accompanied by a bias in cell shape and cell division 293 
(Tang et al., 2011; Tang et al., 2018). Cell shape and the cell division axis are linked in that cells in the lung 294 
epithelium divide perpendicular to their longest axis when their aspect ratios are greater than 1.53 (Tang 295 
et al., 2018). With a force of 1 a.u. and cell division perpendicular to the longest axis, the simulations (Fig. 296 
7G, purple diamonds) recapitulate the measured bias in cell division at E10.5 (Fig. 7G, blue squares, 297 
(Tang et al., 2011)), as well as our measured cell area and shape variation (Fig. 7C,D). Note that a slightly 298 
lower bias in the cell division angles has been reported at E11.5 (Fig. 7G, yellow circles, (Tang et al., 299 
2018)). We also recapitulate the observed impact of additional stretching forces (Tang et al., 2018) on 300 
elongating outgrowth (Fig. 7E,F). Finally, we note that the impact of shear stress on elongating outgrowth 301 
depends on the mechanical properties of the cells in our simulations (Fig. 7H). In particular, the higher 302 
the cortical or line tension, the smaller the bias, and vice versa. The changes in the elongation bias in 303 
different mutants and pharmacological perturbations may thus also arise via modulation of cortical 304 
tension and cell-cell adhesion. Given that such parameter changes can also affect the cell area and shape 305 
variability (Fig. S6), we note that the simultaneous recapitulation of the elongation bias (Fig. 7F), and the 306 
cell area and shape distributions (Fig. 7C,D) is significant.   307 
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DISCUSSION 308 
 309 
The elongation of epithelial tubes is a key developmental process. We combined a quantitative analysis of 310 
lung and kidney branching morphogenesis with computational modelling to evaluate candidate 311 
mechanisms for the biased elongation of epithelial tubes. We show that biased elongation is an inherent 312 
property of these epithelial tubes, and that it does not require contact with the mesenchyme or an 313 
external chemotactic gradient. We note that the epithelial tubes are largely collapsed in early lung and 314 
kidney development, and find that the fluid flow that has previously been estimated for early lung 315 
development (George et al., 2015) could result in shear stress levels that epithelial cells can, in principle, 316 
sense with their primary cilium (Weinbaum et al., 2011). We evaluate the impact of shear stress in a cell-317 
based tissue model, and find that shear stress, unlike constricting forces (Stopka et al., 2019), can explain 318 
both the observed biased tube elongation and the observed bias in cell division. Shear stress may thus be 319 
a more general driver of biased tube elongation beyond its established role in angiogenesis (Davies, 2009; 320 
Galbraith et al., 1998; Galie et al., 2014).  321 
 322 
Consistent with a role for shear stress in biased lung tube elongation, the bias in cell division and 323 
outgrowth is not observed in embryonic lung epithelia that express the constitutively active form 324 
KRasG12D (Tang et al., 2011), a mutation that leads to the disruption of the primary cilium (Tape et al., 325 
2016). The cilium is necessary to respond to shear stress because shear stress does not directly deform 326 
cells, but rather cells sense shear stress via their primary cilium and actively respond with cell shape 327 
changes (Galbraith et al., 1998; Weinbaum et al., 2011). Cells then divide perpendicular to their longest 328 
axis (Hertwig, 1884), and the bias in cell shape along the lung tube axis therefore translates into a bias in 329 
cell division (Tang et al., 2011; Tang et al., 2018). 330 
 331 
Given that shear stress is actively sensed and translated by the cells into a change in cell shape (Galbraith 332 
et al., 1998), there is not necessarily a linear correspondence between the extracellular shear force and the 333 
intracellular force that reshapes the cell. For the sake of simplicity and given the absence of contrary data, 334 
we modelled the effect of shear stress in our cell-based tissue model by applying a force at one tissue 335 
border in the direction of the shear stress. The boundary force results in a uniform force field along the 336 
tube as would be expected from shear stress. The force results in biased outgrowth in the direction of the 337 
force. With a force that lets us quantitatively recapitulate the measured bias in outgrowth, we also 338 
quantitatively reproduce the measured distribution in cell division angles as observed in the mouse lung 339 
bud (Tang et al., 2011; Tang et al., 2018). Importantly, in the embryonic mouse lung cells, cells only 340 
follow this longest-axis rule if the ratio of the longest to the shortest axis is larger than 1.5; otherwise, the 341 
cell division axis is set randomly (Tang et al., 2018). We emphasize that we can reproduce the measured 342 
elongation bias and the measured distribution of cell division angles only with the line tension and cortical 343 
tension parameters that allow us to also recapitulate the measured apical area and cell neighbour 344 
distributions. Smaller tension levels result in more elongation and vice versa. Accordingly, mutations that 345 
change the epithelial cell mechanics or the composition of the extracellular matrix (ECM) would be 346 
expected to affect the elongation bias in tube outgrowth. In addition to its effect on the primary cilium, 347 
KRas has previously also been linked to changes in cell shape and motility in airway epithelial cells by 348 
affecting cortical actin (Fotiadou et al., 2007; Okudela et al., 2009), and the KRasG12D mutation has been 349 
found to upregulate multiple ECM components in the pancreatic stroma (Tape et al., 2016).  350 
 351 
While biased tube elongation is observed in isolation, independent of the mesenchyme, we find that the 352 
mesenchyme affects the strength of this bias. In this way, the mesenchyme can modulate the particular 353 
tube shape and thereby the organ-specific branching architecture (Lin et al., 2003). It is not known how 354 
the mesenchyme impacts on lung tube elongation. However, several soluble factors that are secreted in 355 
the mesenchyme are known to signal in the epithelium and to affect the composition of the ECM 356 
(McCulley et al., 2015). Smooth muscles and the peristaltic fluid movement inside the lung tubes that they 357 
generate are not necessary for normal lung branching morphogenesis (Young et al., 2020). We can also 358 
exclude that the luminal pressure has a significant impact on tube shape. If the flow was to directly 359 
mechanically affect the epithelial cells, one would expect both a stretching of the cells in direction of the 360 
shear stress and a widening of the tube in response to the local luminal pressure. As flow is the result of a 361 
pressure gradient, the circumference of the tubes would then need to be wider with increasing distance 362 
from the larynx. This is not the case. Also, branching morphogenesis of cultured lungs is not affected by 363 
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the presence or absence of the trachea. Accordingly, a fluid-structure interaction appears to have no 364 
significant impact on lung tube shape. 365 
 366 
Shear stress only has the potential to drive biased elongating outgrowth because the epithelial tubes are so 367 
narrow in early lung and kidney development. In later stages, tubes are wide and open. The same level of 368 
apical shear stress would then require much higher flow rates, and tube growth indeed becomes isotropic. 369 
It remains unclear why the tubes collapse in early developmental stages. Mechanical effects that could, in 370 
principle, cause the collapse of the tubes would result in the highest mechanical stress levels in the curved 371 
parts. Accordingly, neither curvature nor hoop stress (Hamant et al., 2008) could explain the biased 372 
uniform outgrowth of the collapsed tubes. We note that staining for actin, a read-out for tension within 373 
tissues, is uniform in the closed tubes, suggesting that any stress that may have been generated during the 374 
collapse is quickly relaxed away. Going forward it will be important to identify the cause for tube collapse 375 
and understand its potential impact in biasing elongating outgrowth.  376 
 377 
Similarly, measurements of the fluid velocity are required. In the mouse lung, fluid flow is well visible at 378 
E12.5, but the fluid velocity has not been reported (Nelson et al., 2017). In fact, the published estimate of 379 
the flow rate (�̇� = 420 𝜇𝑚3/𝑠) is largely based on data from species other than the mouse, and later 380 
stages of lung development (George et al., 2015). Direct measurements of the flow rate already in the very 381 
early stages of lung development will be of key importance to conclusively evaluate the significance of 382 
shear stress in biased lung tube elongation. Similar measurements would be of interest in situations where 383 
the pressure gradient between the larynx and the pleural space is altered. A microfluidic setup that 384 
enhanced the pressure difference between the larynx and the pleural space resulted in enhanced growth, 385 
with overall branch shapes appearing largely normal, although the tube shapes were not quantified 386 
(Nelson et al., 2017). Surgical occlusion of the trachea appears to mainly enhance branching (Blewett et 387 
al., 1996; Nelson et al., 2017; Unbekandt et al., 2008). The branch shapes have not been quantified, but 388 
appear shorter, pointing to a reduced elongation bias, which would be consistent with the expected 389 
reduced fluid outflow. In analysing shear stress, we assumed a constant inflow, i.e. constant fluid 390 
secretion, at the tips. Currently, it is not known whether fluid secretion is indeed restricted to the tips, and 391 
how it is affected by the local luminal fluid pressure. Fluid secretion along the entire branch would lead to 392 
increasing flow rates and thus shear stress towards the outlet. Also, since the early lung does not yet have 393 
a fractal-like architecture with conserved branch volumes in daughter branches (Iber and Menshykau, 394 
2013), fluid flow rates can be expected to change at branch points. All these parameters need to be 395 
measured in experiments and compared to the growth behaviour to evaluate the role of shear stress in 396 
biased tube elongation. 397 
 398 
In summary, by combining quantitative measurements with simulations, we have shown that flow-399 
induced shear stress can, in principle, explain the biased elongating outgrowth of epithelial tubes in early 400 
lung and kidney development. Quantitative measurements of the flow velocity are now important to 401 
further validate this hypothesis. Moreover, it will be important to understand why the epithelial tubes 402 
collapse, and how the mesenchyme modulates the elongation bias.    403 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS: 404 
 405 
 406 
Ethical Statement 407 
All experiments were performed in accordance with Swiss federal law and the ordinance provided by the 408 
Canton Basel-Stadt and approved by the veterinary office of the Canton Basel-Stadt, Switzerland (approval 409 
number 2777/26711). 410 
 411 
Mouse strains 412 
Mice were housed at the D-BSSE/UniBasel facility under standard chow, water, enrichment, and light/dark 413 
cycles.  414 
To infer tissue boundaries and to mark the 3D cell morphology of the epithelium, the following transgenic 415 
alleles were used: Shh-cre (Mouse genome informatics: Shhtm1(EGFP/cre)Cjt) (Harfe et al., 2004), ROSAmT/mG 416 
(mouse genome informatics: Gt(ROSA)26Sortm4(ACTB-tdTomato,-EGFP)Luo)(Muzumdar et al., 2007) and 417 
Hoxb7/myr-Venus (mouse genome informatics: Tg(Hoxb7-Venus*)17Cos) (Chi et al., 2009).  418 
The Shh-cre allele was used to drive Cre recombinase-mediated recombination of the ROSAmT/mG allele. 419 
As recombined EGFP localizes to the cell membrane, and Shh is only expressed in the lung bud epithelium, 420 
individual cell morphology could be segmented. To generate a Shh-cre; ROSAmT/mG double-transgenic line, 421 
Shh-cre mice heterozygous for the Shhtm1(EGFP/cre)Cjt allele were crossed with homozygous ROSAmT/mG mice. 422 
F1 offspring were crossed again to obtain animals that are homozygous for the ROSAmT/mG and 423 
heterozygous for the Shh-cre allele (Shhcre/+; ROSAmT/mG). For the experiments in this study, Shhcre/+; 424 
ROSAmT/mG males were either crossed with RjOrl:SWISS wild type or ROSAmT/mG females.  425 
To obtain Shh knockout embryos, timed matings of Shhcre/+; ROSAmT/mG mice were set. A quarter of the 426 
collected embryos were homozygous for the Shh-cre allele and therefore did not carry the wild type Shh 427 
gene. Shh knockout embryos displayed early defects in vertebrate embryonic tissues, including the brain, 428 
limbs as well as in lung patterning and branching. 429 
For the kidney explant cultures, homozygous Hoxb7/myr-Venus males were crossed with RjOrl:SWISS 430 
wild type females because of higher pregnancy rates and larger litters.  431 
 432 
2D organ culture and time-lapse epifluorescence imaging  433 
Pregnant female mice were sacrificed according to institutional guidelines at the desired embryonic stages. 434 
All embryos were sorted using a fluorescence stereomicroscope (Leica Microsystems) according to the 435 
desired fluorescent reporters. The lungs and metanephric kidneys were dissected in ice-cold PBS and 436 
cultured at the liquid-air interface (Grobstein, 1956) using a trans-well membrane culture system 437 
supplemented with explant culture medium (DMEM/F12, 10% FBS (Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH; 438 
F9665-500ML), 1x GlutaMAX (Life Technologies Europe BV; A1286001), 1x Penicillin-Streptomycin 439 
(Roche; 11074440001)). For the FGFR inhibitor lung cultures, the culture medium was supplemented with 440 
3M or 5M SU5402 (Sigma-Aldrich, SML0443) before live imaging. For the lung cultures without a 441 
trachea, the trachea was cut right below the larynx or above the carina before live imaging. 442 
To investigate the developmental dynamics of isolated lung bud and ureteric bud (UB) epithelia, 443 
mesenchymal tissue was enzymatically removed (Fig. 3D). The experimental procedure was adapted from 444 
(Nogawa and Ito, 1995; Yuri et al., 2017). Dissected lungs and kidneys were washed in DMEM/F12 and 445 
then incubated in 200ng/ml Collagenase/Dispase (Roche, 10269638001) in DMEM/F12 for 10min 446 
(kidney) or 12min (lung) in an incubator (37°C 5% CO2), washed once in DMEM/F12 with 50% FBS and 447 
then placed in 100% FBS on ice for 10min to stop the enzymatic reaction. The mesenchyme was removed 448 
using tungsten needles. Isolated UBs were embedded in 50% Growth-Factor Reduced Matrigel (GFRMG) 449 
(Corning; 354230) and 50% explant culture medium supplemented with 4ng/ml rhGDNF (R&D; 212-450 
GD), 200 ng/ml human FGF-acidic (Peprotech; 100-17A), 200ng/ml murine R-Spondin (Peprotech; 315-451 
32) and 0.2 µM retinoic acid (Sigma-Aldrich; R2625). A 20 µl drop of this mixture was placed on a trans-452 
well filter, and an isolated UB was carefully moved into the drop, with as little medium as possible, and 453 
allowed to sink atop of the membrane to largely restrict growth to two dimensions. Supplemented explant 454 
culture medium without GFRMG was added to the well, and the plate was placed in an incubator (37°C, 455 
5% CO2) for at least 2h prior to live imaging. For the pERK staining (Fig. 3), UBs were isolated and cultured 456 
as described, however, the filter membrane was omitted and the samples embedded in a hanging drop of 457 
1:1 GFRMG/explant culture medium + growth factors.  Isolated lung buds were placed in a 20µl drop of 458 
GFRMG in a tissue-culture treated plate (Corning; 3513) solidified upside down (hanging-drop) in an 459 
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incubator (37°C, 5% CO2) for 20min, then another drop of GFRMG (15 µl) was added on top. After 30-460 
45min, this drop was overlaid with explant culture medium supplemented with 100ng/ml human FGF10 461 
(Peprotech; 100-26), 50ng/ml human FGF-acidic, 50 ng/ml R-Spondin and 2 µM CHIR99021 (Sigma-462 
Aldrich; SML1046). 463 
Automated time-lapse imaging of the cultured explants was performed using a Nikon epifluorescence 464 
microscope, which was equipped with an environmental control chamber. A 10x/0.3na Plan Fluor Ph1 465 
DLL objective with 16mm working distance (Nikon; MRH10101) and a 475/28 excitation filter was used 466 
to capture GFP or myr-Venus fluorescence in the epithelium, and a 549/15 excitation filter was used to 467 
capture RFP fluorescence in the mesenchyme. Images were acquired using a Hamamatsu Orca Flash 4.0 468 
V2 camera at set positions every hour for 48h (SU5402 and trachea cultures) or 60h (all other cultures with 469 
medium changes after 48h). 470 
 471 
Immunofluorescence, optical clearing and light-sheet imaging 472 
To detect phosphorylated MAP Kinase Erk1 and Erk2 (pERK) (Fig.3) in E12.5 lungs and kidneys and in 473 
mesenchyme-free E11.5 UBs cultured for 72h, immunostaining was performed as described in (Menshykau 474 
et al., 2019). Mesenchyme-free UB cultures were treated with Corning Cell Recovery Solution (Corning; 475 
354253) for 10min at 4ºC to digest the Matrigel prior to fixation. After staining, an additional post-fixation 476 
step with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 20min at 4ºC was performed prior to optical clearing to preserve 477 
fluorescence. For the actin immunostaining (Fig. 3F,G, Fig. 5B,C), lung samples were pre-blocked (1% 478 
BSA, 10% donkey serum (Sigma-Aldrich; D9663), 0.5% Triton-X (Sigma-Aldrich; T8787) in 1x PBS) 479 
overnight, incubated with primary antibody diluted 1:200 (Anti-Actin: abcam, ab179467) in blocking 480 
solution for two days, washed with PBS during one day, incubated with a fluorescently conjugated 481 
secondary antibody diluted 1:500 (Alexa Fluor 555: Invitrogen; A-31572) overnight, and washed with PBS 482 
during one day. Samples were post-fixed in 4% PFA for 20min and washed in PBS.  483 
Whole-mount tissue clearing of dissected embryonic explants was performed with the Clear Unobstructed 484 
Brain/Body Imaging Cocktails and Computational Analysis (CUBIC) protocol as specified by the authors 485 
(Susaki et al., 2015). Clearing times in reagents for decolouring, delipidation, permeation (CUBIC-1), and 486 
refractive index (RI) matching (CUBIC-2) were adjusted to maximize clearing efficiency and minimize 487 
quenching. Following a 1h fixation in 4% PFA, samples were incubated in 1/2 CUBIC-1 (CUBIC-488 
1:H2O=1:1) for two-four days, and in 1X CUBIC-1 until they became transparent. All samples were 489 
subsequently washed several times in PBS. The actin immunostaining was performed after the CUBIC-1 490 
clearing steps. All samples were then treated with 1/2 CUBIC-2 (CUBIC-2:PBS=1:1) for two-four days. 491 
Lastly, incubation in 1X CUBIC-2 was done until the desired transparency was achieved. CUBIC-1 steps 492 
were performed on a shaker at 37 °C while CUBIC-2 steps at RT. Cleared samples were embedded in 2% 493 
low-melting-point solid agarose cylinders, and immersed in CUBIC-2 overnight. 3D image stacks were 494 
acquired using a Zeiss Lightsheet Z.1 SPIM microscope using a 20x/1.0 clearing objective.  495 
 496 
3D organ culture, mounting, and time-lapse light-sheet imaging 497 
Following dissection in DPBS at RT, all lung explants were cultured in sterile Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s 498 
medium w/o phenol red (DMEM) (Life Technologies Europe BV; 11039021) containing 10% Fetal Bovine 499 
Serum (FBS) (Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH; F9665-500ML), 1% Glutamax (Life Technologies Europe 500 
BV; A1286001), and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Life Technologies Europe BV; 10378-016). All specimens 501 
were equilibrated at 37ºC with 5% CO2 in a humidified incubator for 1h.  502 
In the meantime, LMP hollow agarose cylinders were prepared according to (Udan et al., 2014). Hollow 503 
cylinders allow for unencumbered 3D embryonic growth, minimize tissue drift, enable imaging from 504 
multiple orientations, and allow for better nutrients and gas perfusion. Within a hollow cylinder, a single 505 
specimen was suspended in undiluted Matrigel (VWR International GmbH; 734-1101) to recapitulate the 506 
in-vivo microenvironment. All cylinders were kept at 37ºC with 5% CO2 in culture media for 1h prior to 507 
mounting. 508 
For an overnight culture, the imaging chamber was prepared first by sonication at 80ºC and subsequent 509 
washes in ethanol and sterile PBS. After the chamber was assembled, culture medium and allowed to 510 
equilibrate at 37ºC with 5% CO2 for at least 2h before a cylinder was mounted for imaging. Furthermore, 511 
to compensate for evaporation over time and maintain a fresh culture media environment, peristaltic pumps 512 
were installed to supply 0.4 ml and extract 0.2 ml of culture medium per hour. Each lung explant was then 513 
aligned with the focal plane within the centre of a thin light-sheet to enable fine optical sectioning with 514 
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optimal lateral resolution. For this study, all samples were imaged using a 20x/1.0 Plan-APO water 515 
immersion objective.  516 
 517 
Segmentation of explant morphology in 3D 518 
Light-sheet datasets were transferred to a remote storage server and processed in a remote workstation 519 
(Intel Xeon CPU E5-2650 with 512 GB memory). Deconvolution via Huygens Professional software (SVI) 520 
improved overall contrast and resolution while Fiji (ImageJ v1.52t) (Schindelin et al., 2012) was used for 521 
accentuating cell membranes, enhancing local contrast, and removing background fluorescence. To extract 522 
3D morphological measurements, the length was measured along the centre of Imaris 9.1.2 (Bitplane, South 523 
Windsor, CT, USA) iso-surfaces, and cross-sections of tubular bronchial portions were masked and 524 
exported into Fiji, where 2D circumference was calculated and averaged over the tube. 525 
 526 
Segmentation and skeletonization of 2D culture datasets 527 
Epifluorescence images of embryonic lung and kidney explants were processed in Fiji (ImageJ v1.52t) 528 
(Schindelin et al., 2012). Before segmentation, local image contrast was increased, and image background 529 
subtracted. Images were then binarized using a global thresholding method, and boundaries were 530 
smoothened by applying a gaussian blur filter. Skeletonization of binarized images was performed with the 531 
Skeletonize3D plugin, the coordinates and length of all branches from a given skeleton were inferred with 532 
the AnalyzeSkeleton plugin (Arganda-Carreras et al., 2010), and branch widths were measured with the 533 
BoneJ plugin (v1.4.2) (Doube et al., 2010) (Supplementary Fig.1.2). 534 
 535 
Branch analysis software 536 
Analysing the branching behaviour over time required the generation of branch lineages from a skeletonized 537 
time series. To this end, a MATLAB script was created to quantify branch length and width and track all 538 
branches over time (see https://gitlab.ethz.ch/chrlang/branching-analysis).  539 
 540 
Continuum-mechanical simulations of epithelial tube collapse 541 
A full technical description of the custom finite element simulation framework that we employed to 542 
simulate epithelial tube collapse can be found in (Vetter et al., 2013). In brief, the shape of the epithelium 543 
was represented by third-order finite beam elements, embedded in a corotational formulation to account 544 
for geometrically nonlinear deformations. A second-order predictor-corrector scheme was used to 545 
integrate Newton's equations of motion. The simulated elastic energy consisted of the sum of bending, 546 
axial compression or extension, and transverse shear. In addition, elastic contact between tube segments 547 
was modelled using Hertzian contact mechanics where applicable. 548 
 549 
Estimation of shear stress levels in embryonic lungs 550 
The wall shear stress on the apical side of a closed lung tube was estimated with the finite element 551 
software Comsol Multiphysics (v5.4). As a reference geometry, we used a section of a lung tube 552 
originating from an E11.5 embryo of the Shhcre/+ line described above. We chose a 400 µm segment from 553 
the carina to the first branch of the left lung lobe (LL1). A surface encompassing the lumen of this tube 554 
was extracted from the light-sheet images using the ‘automatic surface creation’ feature of Imaris. The 555 
intense fluorescence in this region imposed us to include, in addition to the apical surface, a part of the 556 
tissue surrounding the lumen. Consequently, the geometry obtained had a cross-sectional opening of 557 
about 20 µm along its minor axis. To reduce the luminal width back to the measured range, the geometry 558 
was scaled down along the Z-axis in Paraview (v5.7.0). Different scaling factors were employed to obtain 559 
several versions of this geometry with varying degrees of lumen opening. Fluid flow inside the lumen was 560 
simulated by solving the Stokes equations for incompressible Newtonian fluids. The dynamic viscosity of 561 
the fluid was set to 0.016 Pas (Bokka et al., 2015), and its mass density was set to that of water (1000 562 
kg/m3). A no-slip condition was assumed at the interface between the fluid and the surface of the 563 
epithelium. To generate fluid motion, the flow rate at the inlet was set to 420 µm3/s (George et al., 2015), 564 
and the pressure at the outlet was maintained at 1 atm. The average wall shear stress value on the apical 565 
surface was measured with a boundary probe. 566 
 567 
Cell-based simulations of shear stress effect 568 
We simulated the growth of the lung epithelium subjected to shear stress using a vertex model available in 569 
the Chaste framework (Fletcher et al., 2013; Mirams et al., 2013). The dynamics of the vertices were derived 570 
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from the potential energy of the system, as previously proposed (Nagai and Honda, 2009). The parameters 571 
used to calibrate the model are given in Supplementary Table 1. The initial tissue configuration was 572 
comprised of 100 cells arranged in a honeycomb. While the cells located in between were proliferative, the 573 
cells on the top-most and bottom-most layers were differentiated and never underwent mitosis. To simulate 574 
the elongating effect of shear stress, external forces were applied to the vertices of the differentiated cells. 575 
Since the movement of luminal fluid is unidirectional in lung tubes, external forces were applied in the 576 
direction of outgrowth (perpendicular to the top and bottom cell layers). Moreover, these forces were 577 
applied with opposite directions for the top and bottom layers, thus generating an elongating effect caused 578 
by shear stress. We employed MorphoGraphX to 2.5D segment the apical layer of E11.5 lungs, and extract 579 
both the area and number of neighbour distributions (Barbier de Reuille et al., 2015). We observed an apical 580 
area coefficient of variation (CV) of 0.6 and a percentage of hexagons of 30%. As these two parameters are 581 
dependent on cell growth and division rates (Kokic et al., 2019; Sahlin and Jonsson, 2010), the cell division 582 
areas and cell cycle durations were drawn randomly from normal distributions to reproduce equivalent 583 
statistics in-silico (see Supplementary Table 1). Furthermore, in compliance with Hertwig’s rule (Hertwig 584 
1884), the cell division axis at mitosis was set to be the shortest axis through the cell centroid. All simulation 585 
durations were set to 48.0 a.u. 586 
 587 
Lot numbers 588 

• Anti-Actin antibody: GR206286-25 589 
• Phospho-p44/42 MAPK (Erk1/2) (Thr202/Tyr204) antibody: 15 590 
• SU-5402: 104M4713V 591 
• Recombinant human FGF-acidic: 031207 K1014 592 
• Recombinant human FGF10: 0518162-1 K0518 593 
• Recombinant murine R-Spondin: 0516620 E0516 594 
• Recombinant human GDNF: VQ2517081 595 
• Collagenase/Dispase: 11488501  596 
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FIGURES & LEGENDS 619 
 620 

 621 
 622 
Figure 1. Biased epithelial lung tube elongation 623 
(A) Developmental timeline of serial dissections from mouse embryonic lungs expressing the ShhGC/+; 624 
ROSAmT/mG reporter (green epithelium, and red mesenchyme) imaged using light-sheet microscopy. Scale 625 
bars 200 m.  626 
(B) Schematic of isotropic and anisotropic tube expansion during development.  627 
(C) 3D morphometric measurements of epithelial tube length and circumference for an E10.5 left 628 
bronchus. Scale bars 50 m.  629 
(D) 3D length and average circumference measurements of the left bronchus of embryonic lungs (E10.5-630 
E14.5 in green), and 2D length and diameter measurements for E11.5 lungs cultured on a filter over 48h 631 
(grey). Dot size increases with the developmental stage.  632 
(E) Relative width and length for 3D serial dissections (green) and 2D filter-cultured lungs (grey), 633 
normalised to their average size at E11.5. Between E10.5 and E11.5 there is roughly 2-fold more 634 
lengthening than widening. After E11.5, data points remain above the orange line, implying that branches 635 
continue to elongate more than they widen (anisotropic elongation). Between E13.5 and E14.5, expansion 636 
is roughly isotropic.   637 
(F)  2D morphometric measurements of length and diameter for a filter-cultured E11.5 lung. Width scale 638 
(colour bar) in m. Scale bars 200 m.  639 
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 640 
Figure 2. Mesenchyme is not required for biased epithelial tube elongation during lung and 641 
kidney development 642 
(A, C, E, G) Epifluorescence/brightfield (inverted) microscopy images of the lung and kidney epithelium 643 
expressing mGFP or myr-Venus, respectively, and cultured for up to 60h. Coloured lines mark the branches 644 
analysed in (B, D, F, H), respectively. Scale bars 100 m.  (B, D, F, H) Relative width and length 645 
measurements of lung and kidney epithelial branches. Data points above and away from the orange line 646 
show biased tube elongation, meaning branches elongate more than they widen. Dot size increases with 647 
culture time.  648 
(A) A representative control lung with intact mesenchyme.  649 
(B) LL1, LL2, and LL3 lung branches show biased epithelial tube elongation (sample n=3; branch n=8).  650 
(C) A representative control kidney with intact mesenchyme.  651 
(D) The rostral and caudal branches of the ureteric bud’s (UB) T-shape stage show a bias in tube elongation 652 
in control kidneys with intact mesenchyme (sample n=3; branch n=6).  653 
(E) A representative left lung bud epithelium without mesenchyme.  654 
(F) Without mesenchyme, lung branches continue to show biased elongation (sample n=2; branch n=8). 655 
The plotted time frame ranges from +15h until +55h, during which branches elongate (See Video S3). 656 
(G) A representative UB epithelium without mesenchyme.  657 
(H) Without mesenchyme, UB branches continue to show biased tube elongation. Compared to the control 658 
in (D), branches show a lesser relative increase in length and reduced branch thinning (sample n=3; branch 659 
n=6).    660 
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 661 
 662 
 663 
Figure 3. Biased outgrowth is not the result of FGF signalling at the tip  664 
(A) Concentrated growth factor signalling might lead to biased outgrowth.  665 
(B-D) pERK antibody staining shows localized spots at the tips of (B) an E12.5 embryonic lung, (C) an 666 
E12.5 kidney, and (D) a cultured isolated ureteric bud (UB). Scale bars 100 m.  667 
(E) A pulling force due to cytoskeletal protrusions could drive biased outgrowth.  668 
(F,G) Actin staining of E11.5 embryonic lungs shows enrichment at the apical, but not at the basal tissue 669 
boundary. Scale bars 20 m.  670 
(H) Relative width and length measurements for the first secondary branch of the left lobe (LL1) of E11.5 671 
control (Ctrl, circles) and FGFR inhibitor-treated (SU3 = SU5402 3uM (squares), SU5 = SU5402 5uM 672 
(diamonds)) lungs over 48h. Different colour shades distinguish the data for different lung samples (n = 3 673 
for each condition). Treatment with SU5402 results in more thinning and thus a stronger elongation bias 674 
of secondary branches. 675 
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 676 
 677 
Figure 4. Collapsed epithelial tubes in embryonic mouse lungs and kidneys 678 
(A) Light-sheet fluorescence microscopy image of CUBIC-cleared embryonic lung. Dotted boxes mark 679 
different regions in the branching tree where luminal morphology was analysed. Cross-sections illustrate 680 
elliptical tissue shapes with narrow luminal spaces in tubular sections (yellow outlines), as well as wider 681 
luminal spaces in tips and branch points (blue outlines). Scale bars 50 µm.   682 
(B) High-resolution light-sheet microscopy time-lapse imaging of embryonic lung development. Iso-683 
surface overlays highlight shape changes and volume increase over time. Cross-sections in boxed regions 684 
(lower panels) corroborate dynamic collapsed morphologies in elongating epithelial tubes (yellow outlines). 685 
The specimen was imaged for over 40h every 20min. Scale bars 50 µm.  686 
(C) Embryonic kidney epithelia also display narrowed tubular architectures (yellow outlines). Scale bars 25 687 
µm.   688 
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 689 
 690 
Figure 5. Mechanically forced tube collapse does not result in directional cues for uniform biased 691 
outgrowth 692 
(A,B) Mechanical finite element simulations of collapsing epithelial tubes.  693 
(A) Schematic of the initial tubular configuration. A two-dimensional cross-section (red) was simulated 694 
using linear viscoelasticity.  695 
(B) Resulting collapsed shapes for three different scenarios: a uniform pressure difference ∆P (top row, 696 
arrows), rigid external clamps (middle row, grey bars), and a reduced lumen volume V (bottom row, hatched 697 
area). Colours indicate the measured hoop stress (left column) in units of Young’s modulus E, and the 698 
midline curvature (right column) in units of the inverse initial tube radius, 1/R. Hoop stress is localised 699 
almost exclusively in the highly curved extremal regions.  700 
(C,D) Actin staining is higher at the apical side, but otherwise uniform in cross-sections of closed epithelial 701 
tubes from an E11.5 mouse lung. Scale bars 30 µm.  702 
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 703 
 704 
Figure 6. Shear stress in the developing lung 705 
(A) Schematic of shear stress for Hagen-Poiseuille flow in a tubular lumen with elliptical cross section. Wall 706 
shear stress |τ| is maximal in weakly curved regions (minor ellipse axis) and minimal in strongly curved 707 
regions (major ellipse axis) of the luminal surface.  708 
(B) Estimated wall shear stress levels at the apical surface of a 400 µm epithelial tube segment that was 709 
extracted between the carina and the first branch of the left lung lobe (LL1) (inset). The lumen geometry 710 
after numerical rescaling had an average cross sectional opening of 2 µm.  711 
(C) The lumen geometry presented in Fig 6B was rescaled with different scaling factors. For each factor 712 
employed, the lumen semi-axis 𝑎, and the average wall shear stress on the apical surface 𝜏 were determined 713 
(blue dots). The average level of wall shear stress on the apical surface can be well approximated from a 714 
Hagen-Poiseuille flow profile in an elliptical tube of equivalent size (red line).  715 
(D) Fluid secreted by the cells at the bud tips flows toward the trachea opening. For such a flow to exist, 716 
the fluid pressure must be higher at the tips than at the trachea opening. In the case of a FSI, the luminal 717 
fluid pressure would widen the branches at the tips more than the branches near the trachea. The existence 718 
of such FSI can be tested by reducing the pressure difference between the tips and the outlet. This was 719 
achieved by culturing the lungs without their trachea.  720 
(E) Epifluorescence microscopy images of E11.5 lung epithelium, expressing mGFP, after culture on a 721 
filter for 48h. The distance of the branches from the tracheal opening was altered by cutting the trachea 722 
either below the larynx or above the carina prior to the culture. Control lungs maintained an intact trachea. 723 
Scale bars 200 µm.  724 
(F) Branch width and distance measurements for all branches of the left lobe of the lung cultures in (E) at 725 
the culture endpoint. Different symbol types mark the different culture conditions regarding trachea length. 726 
Different colour shades distinguish the data for different lung samples (n = 3 for each condition). Branch 727 
width does not depend on the distance from the tracheal opening, reflected by low Pearson correlation 728 
coefficients R.  729 
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 730 

 731 
 732 
Figure 7. Shear stress forces can result in the observed bias in cell shape and outgrowth 733 
(A) The apical surface of the lung epithelium was simulated with a 2D vertex model. The elongating effect 734 
of shear stress was reproduced by applying external forces to the vertices of the cells at the top-most and 735 
bottom-most layers of the tissue. 736 
(B) Schematic of the cell-based model. The potential energy of the system is comprised of three 737 
contributions. The area elasticity energy UA penalizes any deviation of the cell area Ak from its target area 738 
A0,k. The constant λ defines how resistant the cells are to deformations. Similarly, the circumference 739 
elasticity energy UC aims to emulate the contractility of the actomyosin ring by penalizing any deviation of 740 
the cell circumference Ck from its target circumference C0,k. The line tension UL energy gives rise to a force 741 
associated with cell-cell adhesion. Low values of γ characterize stable and favourable contacts between cells. 742 
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(C,D) The cell area (C) and cell shape (D) distributions of E11.5 lung epithelial cells were measured at their 743 
apical (green) and basal (yellow) sides. All parameters in the vertex model (purple) were set so that simulated 744 
tissues reproduce the measured distributions (n = 3 for experimental tissues and n = 5 for simulated tissues, 745 
error bars show standard deviations).  746 
(E) Relative displacement of the cells as a function of their initial positions in the simulated tissues. 747 
Regardless of the magnitude of the elongation force applied, the cells are displaced uniformly along the 748 
tissue axis during the simulations.  749 
(F) Bias in outgrowth of the simulated tissues as a function of the elongation forces applied. A force of 1.0 750 
a.u. yields the measured (Tang et al., 2011; Tang et al., 2018) 2-fold elongation bias of lung tubes (n = 5, 751 
error bars show standard deviations).  752 
(G) Distribution of the cell division angles in the simulated tissues in the presence or absence of an 753 
elongation force. The elongation force 1.0 a.u. yields a bias in cell division orientation equivalent to the bias 754 
reported by (Tang et al., 2011); n = 5 for simulated tissues, error bars show standard deviations. 755 
 (H) Bias in outgrowth of tissues subjected to an elongation force of 1.5 a.u. as a function of their surface 756 
tensions or line tensions. High cortical tensions result in reduced biased outgrowth.   757 
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLES: 758 
 759 
 760 
 761 
Supplementary Table 1: Parameter values used in the Chaste simulations.  762 
 763 

Parameter Description Value Dimension Reference 

η Drag coefficient 1.0 Time (Length)-1 (Fletcher et al. 2013) 

λ Area deformation energy coefficient 100 
Force (Length) 

-3 
(Fletcher et al. 2013) 

β Membrane surface energy coefficient 10 
Force (Length) 

-1 
(Fletcher et al. 2013) 

γ Cell-cell adhesion energy coefficient 0,5 Force (Fletcher et al. 2013) 

T cycle Cell cycle duration N(12, 7.2) Time Figure 7 C,D 

Ad Area division threshold N(1.5, 0.9) Length2 Figure 7 C,D 

Dt Timestep 0.002 Time (Fletcher et al. 2013) 

d min Cell rearrangement threshold 0.01 Length (Fletcher et al. 2013) 

764 
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES 765 
 766 

 767 
 768 
Supplementary Figure 1: Measuring epithelial morphology in growing epithelial tubes 769 
(A) 3D morphometric measurements of branch length and average circumference for a developmental 770 
timeline of a mouse lung. Specimens were serially isolated between E10.5 and E14.5 and carried the 771 
ShhGC/+; ROSAmT/mG reporter, which enabled the visualization of the embryonic epithelium. Branch length 772 
was measured from below the carina to the most distal tip, while average branch circumference was 773 
calculated for tubular cross-sections. Scale bars 50 m. (B) E12.5 mouse lung with iso-surface overlays 774 
denoting tubular sections used for morphometric quantifications (blue). Scale bar 200 m. (C) 2D 775 
morphometric measurements of length and diameter for an E11.5 lung cultured on a filter for 48h. Width 776 
scale in m. Scale bars 200 m. 777 
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 778 
 779 
Supplementary Figure 2: SU5402 timelapse cultures 780 
Culture of E11.5 embryonic lungs under control conditions and under different concentrations of the 781 
FGFR inhibitor SU5402 at different concentrations for 48h. Treatment with SU5402 does not reduce the 782 
elongation of secondary branches. Scale bars 200 m.  783 
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 784 
 785 
Supplementary Figure 3. Narrow luminal spaces are not the result of dissection /clearing 786 
conditions 787 
3D rendering of mouse lung explants (top) and cross-sectional slices (bottom) of specimens (A) cleared 788 
using a short CUBIC regimen (2 days in reagent-1, 2 days in reagent-2) and a long CUBIC regimen (4 days 789 
in reagent-1, 4 days in reagent-2) displaying narrow luminal spaces. Similarly, (B) both explants dissected 790 
on ice and at room temperature (RT), and cleared using a short CUBIC regimen, also showed collapsed 791 
lumens. Furthermore, the same luminal morphology was observed in (C) CUBIC cleared whole-embryos 792 
imaged through thoracic cavity. Scale bars 100 µm.   793 
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 794 
 795 
 796 
Supplementary Figure 4: Timelapse cultures of lungs with intact and cut trachea 797 
Culture of E11.5 embryonic lungs with intact trachea as control condition and with tracheas either cut below the 798 
larynx or above the carina for 48h. Altering the tracheal length does not impact on branching morphogenesis. Scale 799 
bars 200 m. 800 
  801 
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 802 
 803 
Supplementary Figure 5: Image segmentation and skeletonization  804 
Segmentation of raw images (A) resulted in binary images (B), which were then used to generate skeletons 805 
(C, inverted for illustration purposes). Thickness map images (D) were generated with the Fiji plugin BoneJ 806 
to infer branch widths. 807 
 808 
 809 
 810 
 811 
 812 
 813 
 814 
 815 
 816 
 817 

 818 
 819 
Supplementary Figure 6: Impact of parameter variations in the Chaste simulations  820 
Impact of the membrane surface energy  and the cell-cell adhesion energy  on the hexagon fraction and 821 
area CV in the Chaste simulations. As expected for a tissue representation of epithelia, the simulations 822 
reproduce the relationship between the hexagon fraction and the cell area CV as predicted based on 823 
Lewis’ law (black) or the quadratic law (yellow line) (Kokic et al., 2019).   824 
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SUPPLEMENTARY VIDEOS 825 
 826 

 827 
 828 
Supplementary Video 1: Lung explant culture 829 
Time-lapse movie of a ShhGC/+; ROSAmT/mG E11.5 lung cultured for 60h. Mesenchyme shown in red, Shh-830 
expressing epithelium in green. (AVI 6.4 MB). 831 
 832 
 833 
 834 
 835 
 836 
 837 
 838 
 839 
 840 
 841 

 842 
 843 
Supplementary Video 2: Kidney explant culture 844 
Time-lapse movie of an E11.5 kidney cultured for 60h. HoxB7/myr-Venus expression is shown in green, 845 
brightfield in grey. (AVI 18.7 MB)  846 
  847 
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 848 

 849 
 850 
Supplementary Video 3: Mesenchyme-free lung bud culture 851 
Time-lapse movie of a mesenchyme-free left lung bud dissected at E11.5 and cultured for 60h. (AVI 7.9 852 
MB). 853 
 854 
 855 
 856 

 857 
 858 
Supplementary Video 4: Mesenchyme-free ureteric bud culture 859 
Time-lapse movie of a mesenchyme-free ureteric bud dissected at E11.5 and cultured for 60h. HoxB7/myr-860 
Venus expression is shown in green, brightfield in grey. (AVI 10.8 MB). 861 
 862 
 863 

 864 
Supplementary Video 5: SU5402 time-lapse cultures of growing lungs 865 
Culture of embryonic lungs (E11.5) under control conditions and with the treatment of the FGFR inhibitor 866 
SU5402 at different concentrations for 48h. (AVI 8.16 MB). 867 
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 868 
 869 

 870 
 871 
Supplementary Video 6: High-resolution light-sheet microscopy time-lapse imaging of lung bud 872 
elongation 873 
Time-lapse movie showing the development of an E11.5 left lung rudiment carrying the ShhGC/+; 874 
ROSAmT/mG construct. The specimen was mounted in a hollow cylinder made from low-melting-point 875 
agarose and filled with matrigel to replicate the native microenvironment and promote near-physiological 876 
growth. Imaging was done using the Zeiss Z.1 Lightsheet system for 34h. (AVI 2.38 MB). 877 
 878 
 879 
 880 
 881 
 882 
 883 
 884 

 885 
Supplementary Video 7: Time-lapse cultures of growing lungs with intact and cut trachea. 886 
Culture of E11.5 embryonic lungs with intact trachea as control condition and with tracheas either cut below the 887 
larynx or above the carina for 48h. (AVI 11.8 MB). 888 
 889 
 890 
 891 
 892 
 893 
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 894 
Supplementary Video 8: Tissue simulation with external force 895 
Tissue growth simulation results of a vertex model when the initial configuration is subjected to a stretching 896 
force of 1.5 a.u. The parameters for the simulation are given in Supplementary Table 1. 897 
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